Elastic and inelastic proton scattering measurements on "Si have been obtained in the energy range E = 2.5-3.4 MeV. 30 elastic and 32 inelastic resonances were observed. 14 prominent resonances from elastic scattering were analyzed. Results of the analysis for proton orbital momenta, spin and parity assignments, and proton partial widths are given. The inelastic resonance strengths measured relative to the known strength of the 1302-keV resonance in "Si(p,y)' P are also reported.
INTRODUCTION
Properties of levels in the odd-odd nucleus "P have been obtained predominately through the "Si(P, y)soP and the "Si(P,P)"Si reactions. Results on the capture reaction have been reported by Harris, Hyder, Jr. , and Walinga' and Kostin ef af. ' The "Si(p,p}"Sireaction has been studied extensively by Storizhko and Popov, 3 L'vov et al, 4 and with higher-energy resolution by Poirier et al. '
The present work was undertaken to extend the high-resolution measurements of Poirier et al. ' to the incident proton energy range 2.5 &E~&3.4 MeV. The results of these measurements and the analysis of elastic proton scattering on "Si are reported here. The elastic scattering data as well as the (P, P'y} yield to the first excited state in "Bi are shown in Fig. 1 . 30 The analysis of the elastic scattering data generally followed the method described by %alinga, Van (Fig. 1) .
The results of the analysis of the other 14 resonances are shown in Figs. 2 through 5. In each figure the proton yield at four angles is plotted versus the proton energy. The yield has been normalized to the Rutherford contribution after the Rutherford and background have been subtracted. The solid curve at each angle is the theoretical fit to the data. The results of the inelastic strength S~i are given in Table I . A summary of the elastic scattering results are given in Table   II . The partial widths F& were found to be small enough to have no significant effect on the data analysis.
A resonance was observed at 2505 keV which is weak for elastic scattering but stronger for inelastic scattering. The width observed was less than the experimental resolution of 0.8 keV; a good theoretical fit to the data was obtained for 2660 and 2676 keV, were fitted simultaneously (Fig. 2) our data, although it could be due to complications arising from a narrow resonance at 2682 keV which exhibits resonance activity in the inelastic yield but not in the elastic data.
A strong elastic scattering resonance was observed at 2777 keV with a slight "bump" on the low-energy side that is most evident at the backward angles. The "bump" corresponds to a strong inelastic resonance at 2774 keV to the first excited state. The strength of the 2'7'l4-keV inelastic resonance is approximately twice the strength of the 2'7'7'7-keV inelastic resonance. Since the elastic yield due to the 2774-keV resonance was too weak to be analyzed, the yield at this region was treated as a single resonance at 2'IVV keV.
Good fits occur for l = 2 and J"= 1', 2', or 3'.
The fit for l = 2, J' = 2' is shown in Fig. 3 for reasons given below.
Strong inelastic scattering was associated with the resonance at 2819 keV. The data can be fitted satisfactorily with l=0 for either J" =0 or J'=1'.
The J = 0 fit produces a smaller value of g' but the J = 1 fit (Fig. 2) Fig. 3 .
An elastic resonance was observed at 2937 keV.
The best theoretical fit was for J'=2, l=2, $ = 0.6 (see Fig. 4 Both elastic and inelastic scattering data exhibit resonance structure at 2957 keV. This resonance is shown in Fig. 4 with the theoretical fit for J"=1' and a mixture of /=0 and l=2 with a mixing parameter e =1.1. The total width for the resonance is 3.6 keV. This leads to an elastic reduced width of 8~=0.00091 for the l=0(s", ) contribution and 8& = 0.009V for the l = 2(d») contribution. Although the theoretical fit for J' = 0', l = 0 is significantly poorer, it cannot be ruled out completely.
A resonance at 2990 keV was observed also in both elastic and inelastic scattering yield. This resonance is much narrower than our experimental resolution so that we cannot determine its total width. We are able to determine clearly that the resonance has J' = 3' and that it is primarily l = 4 although there may be a small l = 2 contribution. The data and the theoretical fit for pure l = 4 are shown in Fig. 4 Figure 5 shows the fit for J"=3, 1=3.
The resonance observed at 3333 keV was strong in both elastic and inelastic scattering. Figure 5 shows the data and the theoretical fit for l = 2 and J"= 1'. Adequate fits to the data were also obtained for J' =2' and 3'; the differences are not sufficient to allow for a clear choice.
DISCUSSION
The inelastic strengths listed in Table I ( -, ' ) in "Si than with the ground
